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1. Introduction. Let G be a locally compact group, let C0(G) be the 
Banach space of all continuous complex-valued functions on G which 
vanish at infinity, and let M(G) = Co((?)*. In [2] Glicksberg has iden
tified all subgroups of the unit ball ^M(G) in M(G) for locally compact 
abelian groups G, and all positive subgroups of SM(G) when G is a 
compact group. In a subsequent paper [3], he used these results to 
give the structure of norm decreasing homomorphisms <j>: LX(F) 
—>M(G) in the situations when (1) F is locally compact and G is 
locally compact abelian, or (2) F is locally compact, G is compact, and 
)Lt̂ 0=»< (̂jLt) ^ 0 for ix(~Ll(F). The results given here identify all sub
groups of Sjif(G) for any locally compact group G, and give the struc
ture of all norm decreasing homomorphisms <t>: L1(F)—>M(G) where 
F and G are locally compact groups. At the same time we show that 
every homomorphism of this type has a natural extension to a norm 
decreasing homomorphism (j>: M(F)—>M(G). 

2. Subgroups of the unit ball in M(G). The structure theorems are 
based on the following observations about measures in M(G). If 
/xG-M(G) we let s(p) denote the support of /x and let |/x| denote the 
total variation of fx [l, p. 122]. The norm of JJL(E.M(G) is indicated 

by 114 
THEOREM 1. If G is a locally compact group and if /A, XEikf(G) are 

such that ||/x * \ | | = | |M| | 'INI» then 
(1) S( ju*X) = (sûu)s(X)r, 
(2) | M * X | = |M| * | X | . 

In Glicksberg [2], similar results are proved in limited situations: 
(1) is proved for positive measures, and (2) is proved for measures in 
a subgroup of 2M(G) when G is compact. 

If K is a compact subgroup of a locally compact group G, we de
note normalized Haar measure on K as m^. If K is the collection 
of continuous unimodular multiplicative functions on K and if pÇï.K , 
then the measure pmic is defined such that /G^dpmK — fiOp -pdmK for 
^GCo(G). 

1 This research was partially supported by Air Force Office of Scientific Research 
Grant No. AFOSR-407-63. 
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THEOREM 2. If G is a locally compact group and if JJ,(E:M(G) is such 
that ix * ju — M and | |M|| = 1> then there is a compact subgroup KQ.G and 
a function p£zK* such that ii — pmK* 

This is an easy consequence of Theorems 1 and 2. It was also 
proved by Glicksberg in [2] for compact G, and by Loynes [4] for 
locally compact G if /x^Q. This theorem gives the structure of the 
unit in any subgroup of 2M(<?) for locally compact G. Next we give 
the complete structure of such subgroups, and then go on to identify 
all subgroups of SM(6) . 

THEOREM 3. If T is a subgroup #ƒ 2M(G> for locally compact group G, 
then HQ = U {s(fx) : juGT} is a subgroup of G and the unit of T is of the 
form i — pmK where K is a compact subgroup of G, KC.HQ, K is normal 
in Ho, and pÇ_K*. Furthermore, there is a subgroup ÜC.SXG such 
that Ho= {g£G: (a, g ) £ Q for some | a | = l } and T = {abg * pmK : 
(a,g)£Q}. 

Here 5 is the circle group, SXG is the usual product group, and if 
g £ G we let ôg denote the point mass concentrated at g. 

PROPOSITION 4. If G is a locally compact group and if V is a sub-
group of SM(Ö), let iJo = U {s(ji): M G T } and write the unit of Y as 
i — pmK where KdHo is a compact subgroup of G which is normal in 
Hoy and p(~K*. Then Ko — Ker(p) is a compact subgroup of G which is 
normal in both Ho and K, Furthermore, K is central in Ho (mod Ko) so 
that K/KoCcent(Ho/Ko). 

This property is necessary since we must have pmK * àg * pmK 
= i * (ôg * pmK) = àg * pmK for all gG-Ho if T is to have the structure 
given in Theorem 3 and be closed under convolution with i = pmK 
is an identity. Now the subgroups of 2M(G) can be catalogued ex
plicitly. 

THEOREM 5. Let G be a locally compact group and let T be a subgroup 
of'2M(G) with unit i = pm^ Then we have the following structural prop
erties: 

(i) #o=u{s(M):Mer} is a (not necessarily closed) subgroup of G. 
(2) i = pmK where K is a compact subgroup of G and p£zK~. 
(3) K and i£o = Ker(p) lie within Ho and are both normal in Ho. 
(4) K is central in H0 (mod Ko). 
(5) 0 = {(a, g)GSXG:aog * pmK&T} is a subgroup of SXG with 

Ho= {g£G: (a, g)(Ez&for some \a\ = 1}, and we have T= {adg * pw^: 
( a , * ) G 0 } -

Conversely, let Ho be any subgroup of G, let K be a compact subgroup 
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of G lying within Ho, and let p(EK* be chosen such that 
(1) K and i£0 = Ker(p) are both normal in H0, 
(2) K is central in Ho (mod Ko), 

and let Q be any subgroup of SXG with Ho^= {g£G: (a, g)Ç:Q,for some 
\a\ = l } . Then T== {ad0 * pm#: (a, g )£&} is a subgroup of SMCG) 

with HO = V{S(IA):JUGT}, TO/Â i = pmK as a unit, and with 0 = {(a, g) 
GSXG:a5 0 *pwKer} . 

3. Norm decreasing homomorphisms of group algebras. Let F and 
G be locally compact groups and let <f>: L1(F)—^M(G) be a norm de
creasing homomorphism. Consider on M(G) the (a-)-topology 
(weak * topology) and on M(F) the (so)-topology, which is defined 
to be the strong operator topology obtained by letting M(F) act by 
left convolution on the two-sided ideal Ll(F). The structure theory 
for <f) can be derived from the analysis of the subgroups of 2M(Ö) 
because of the continuity properties of <j> exhibited in the following 
theorem. Recall that the extreme points of 2M(F) have (so)-dense 
convex span in 2M(*> 

THEOREM 6. Let F and G be locally compact groups and let cj>: Ll(F) 
—»ikf(G) be any norm decreasing homomorphism. Then there is an ex
tension 4>\ M(F)—>M(G) which is a norm decreasing homomorphism 
and is continuous on norm bounded sets as a mapping $: (M(F), (so)) 
—>(M(G), (a)). If {ejij^j} is a left approximate identity of norm one 
in Ll(F) then the extension is given explicitly by the formula 

$Qi) = lim{0(ey * M ) : J G ^ ) 

for ixÇzM(F), where this limit is taken in the (o)-topology. 

If G is a locally compact group and we are given a subgroup T in 
SM(G), let us define T: 5 X G - > 2 M ( ( ? ) such that r(a, g)=a5Q * pmK, 
where i = pmK is the unit of I \ K is a compact subgroup of G, and 
pÇLK*. Then let us define 

Û = {(a, g) E S X G: aô0 * pmK G r } , 

ûo = {(a, g) G S X G: aÔg * pmK = i). 

Then r : 0—>T is a continuous onto homomorphism with Ker(r) =Ï20, 
so that Œo is normal in Q. We also define the canonical map T: SXG 
—>(SXG/Q/o)r (the right coset space), which is a homomorphism onto 
Q/Qo when restricted to Œ. 

Now let <j>: L1(F)—>M(G) be a norm decreasing homomorphism 
with extension $: M(F)—>M(G) as in Theorem 6, and with T = $(&M(F)) 
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where Siif(F) = {Sx:xSF} in 2M(F). Let us consider the map 0: .F—>Œ/fî0 

defined such that 0(x) = 7r O T~1 O $(8X) for all xÇzF. 

PROPOSITION 7. r&e M ^ J 0: F—>0/0o is a/z onto homomorphism and 
is continuous as a mapping 0: F—>(SXG/ûo)r. 

We obtain an integral representation of <j> by taking \p(ECo(G) and 
forming $ : (a, g)—>(aôg * pmxj ^ ) , so that fyÇECoiSXG) and is con
stant on right cosets of O0. Then we have r*^ = o ir~lG Co((5 X G/Qo)r) 
and we have the following structure theorem. 

THEOREM 8. Let F and G be locally compact groups and let <j>: Ll(F) 
—>M(G) be a norm decreasing homomorphism which is not identically 
zero. Then if $ : M{F)—>M(G) is its extension to M(F) and ifT = <J>(&M(F)) , 
we have the relation 

(*) <*G0,*>= <M,rVo0> 

for all fxGM(F) and ^EC^G). 
Conversely, if T is a given subgroup of ^M(G) and if 0: F—»Œ/Qo is a 

continuous onto homomorphism, then the relation ( * ) defines a norm 
decreasing homomorphism <?> on M(F) which is continuous on norm 
bounded sets as a mapping $: (M(F), (so))-^(M(G), (a)), and we have 
r = $(SjW(F)). 

More elegant structure theorems are available if <£: Ll(F)—*M(G) 
is a norm decreasing isomorphism. These results, together with proofs 
of the preceding theorems, will be published at a later date. 
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